Abstract-Data clustering is intensively used in signal processing in tasks such as multimedia compression, segmentation and pattern matching. In this work we extend the use of principal curves in clustering to complex multidimensional datasets. The use of principal curve in clustering is limited for high complexity data Automatic parameterization of the principal curve to assure good results for different datasets is a dinicult task. We propose to use the tree structure to cspture the general settlement of the data. Using this topology, regions of the dataset can be extracted, individually clustered using the principal curve and then optimally recombined. The erperiments show the improvement of the new method over the principal curve b a d clustering and the good performance compared to other clustering methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is a general unsupervised dassification method that assigs the objects of a set to different classes dependmg on their characteristics, Most of the clustering applications are related to data mining, data compression and pattern matchmg In the fields of computer science, engineering or bioinfomtics. Due to the general classification purpose of clustering analysis, the applications are not limited to .the mentioned fields.
Research for heuristic algorithms is motivated by the NPcompleteness of the problem [I].
The Kclustering problem is a simplification of the general clustering problem and considers the number of clusters as a parameter. This work relates to K-clustering problem, although for simplicity we will simply refer to it as clustering problem.
Each cluster is represented by a code-vector, which is the centroid of the cluster. The set of code-vectors forms the codebook. The representation error €or one p i n t is defined as the distance from the point to the corresponding code-vector. We will consider the mean squared error (MSE) as the objective function. The total sum of squared errors defies the distortion of the codebook. The goal is to optimize the MSE, which is equivalent to minimizing the distortion.
A. Reloted Work
The 'Scalar quantization problem is a special &e of clustering that can be optimally solved in linear timi: [9, lo] . The optimal clusters are formed as subsequences of the whole data sequence, as the scalar data set can be naturally ordered. Order constrained clustering is a special case of vector clustering that assumes that the data is ordered and the clusters are to be found as subsequences. The same algorithm that finds the optimal solution for scalar quantization can be 'applied to order constrained clustering.
The scalar quantization and the order constrained clustering problems can be both reformulated as minimum weight K-link path problems [ 111. An oriented graph is constructed for the ordered data set, having edges f'rom any node to all the nodes that appear later in the sequence. The weight of an edge is equal to the distortion of one cluster that contains all the data points between the corresponding nodes. The shortest path consisting of K' edges from the frrst to the last node in the sequence corresponds to the optimal clustering of the set. It can be optimally found by a dynamic programming procedure [ Z 21.
In vector space, the optimal solution for the constrained clustering is not necessarily optimal for the uncoktnined clustering problem. The quality of the optimal solution for order constrained clustering in the unconstrained context is dependent on the order relation of the data.
Different possibilities to obtain a good order for clustering have been studied in [13] . Except for the basic approach that uses the principal axis projection [14], other two methods are 0-7803-9029-6105/$20.00 Q2005 IEEE proposed. One of them considers tuning the order in the sense of minimum weight Hamiltonian path and the other one considers using the principal curve to sequence the data.
B. Clustering Based on Principal Curve
The Therefore we develop a new method that combines the tree structure and the principal curve to better model and cluster datasets. In section 2 R inl~oduce the method and in section 3 we show the experimental results. Section 4 presents the conciusions and future work.
PRINCIPAL CURVE WITH TREE STRUCTURE CLUSTERING
The limitations of the principal curve based clustering are related to the fact that the principal curve is not a structure that can model the data distribution for complicated datasets. A way to overcome this problem is to split the data space and apply the algorithm hiemchically. We present a method to split the data set and form subsets that can be modeled by principal curves.
Each subset is clustered using the principal curve based algorithm and the codebook of the whole dataset is created combining the partial codebooks.
A pre4&xirig 'algorithm followed by minimum spanning tree WST) of the codebook can offer a good model of the data (see Figure 1) . The MST of the codebook is not expensive to construct, as the codebook has a reduced size compared to whole set size. The MST can be split in branches, @artitionkg this way the dataset. The advantage of this method is that the data subset corresponding to a branch of the tree can be me&ghUy modeIed by a principal curve. We consider three rules to'separate the branches:
If a no& of the tree has only one descendent, bbth of them should belong to the same branch o If a node has more descendents, at most only one of them should belong to the same branch w i t h the parent node.
Two nodes can belong to the same branch only if one of them is descendent (not necessarily direct descendent) of the other. A straightforward algorithm based on depth-fust-search trace of the tree divides the dataset in several subsets, corresponding to the different branches. As it can be observed in Figure I , the subsets can easily be modeled by the principal curve.
Clustering the subsets to the same codebook size as it resulted after preclustering i s not a good option, as this will improve the solution only locally. We propose to overcome this problem by considering multiple codebook sizes for each subset and combine them to get the optimal result Minimum spanning W.
.,. .,I _.
Partition in Butsets. 
A. Uptimaf Combinalion of Codebooks
The principal curve based clustering uses dynamic programming to duster the data [13] . This technique constructs the solution step by step, using optimal sub-solutions. Solving the clustering problem for the codebook size K solves clustering for all the codebook sizes smaller than K, without additional computational expense.
We consider the codebook sizes after pre-clustering as estimations of the number of clusters in each subset. We create different codebooks with corresponding sizes within a neighborhood of the estimation. The optimal combination algorithm constructs the codebook of fixed size K for thc whole dataset from the codebooks of subsets, minimizing the total distortion. This is a classical optimization problem that can be solved by dynamic p~pamming [2 11.
B. Complexiv of the Meihod
The complexity of the principal curve clustering algorithm is O(LV2), where N is the number of dab points and K the codebook size. As the neighborhood range from the initial estimation of codebook sizes does not introduce significant computations, the time complexity for applying the principal curve based clustering successively on all the subsets is smaller than applying it to the whole dataset. The construction of the MST and the optimal combination algorithm depend on the codebook sizes and the number of branches; thus, these parts are neglipble as complexity. We can conclude that without considering the pre-clustering algorithm, the complexity is upper bounded by O(K N2).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the experiments we have used three types of data sets.
The A data sets (AI, A2, A3) are artificial and contain different numbers of two-dimensional Gaussian clusters having about the same characteristics. The S sets (Sl, S2, S3, S4) are also artificial two-dimensional datasets with varying compIexity in terms of spatial data distributions. The real data sets (House, Bridge, Camera, M s s a ) come from images, representing color (House), 4~4-non-overlapping blocks of gray image (Bridge and Camera) and 4x4 difference blocks of two subsequent frames in the video sequence (Mssa). Correspondingly, the data sets have 3 and 16 dimensions.
For the principal curve with tree structure clustering algorithm (TBC) the experiments have considered three values for the penalty coefficient: 0.01, 0.04 and 0.1. The .principal curve based clustering algorithm was used for pre-clustering as well. The penalty coefficient parameter was kept unchanged during both prexlustering and each of the subsets clustering.
For clustering based on principal curve algorithm (PCU) the MSE value was chosen as the best considering the penalty coefficient in the range 0.001 to 0.22 (15 different IV. CONCLUSIONS The results of the new algorithm are slightly better U-ian those of the algorithm bas'ed on principal curve. The biggest improvement of the new method consists in the fact that the main problem of the principal curve based clustering, setting the penalty coefficient, is overcome. The principal curve with tree structure clustering algorithm splits, the whole dataset into subsets that can be successfully clustered using the principal curve, independent on the initial data size. The results are good as compared to other methods in clustering as well.
Future work +auld consider in more detail the combination of the codebooks, as there are cases when the clusters are split between different subsets. Estiktion of the number of cfusters proposed should be studied as well. ' ACKNOWLEDGMENT .
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